
L2
saddle stool



The new MIJNVORM® saddle stool L2 is the new standard in Europe. We are aware that each 

person is different, therefore we made a saddle stool that’s different, no upholstery that can be 

damaged, we made the seat of indestructible and very soft PU (polyurethane) The two-part seat 

support where it should and prevents pressure on the genitals. The LGA tested and approved 

(up to 100 KG) BIOMECH mechanism moves with your body so you can sit for a long time 

without getting pain.

DESIGN





TECHNICAL FEATURES

SEAT
420 mm x 350 mm

One piece wooden core with 60 mm PU foam (15sha)

MECHANISM
PRO, seat angle adjustment

BIOMECH, moving sitting angle, 360° moving rubber ball bearing,

LGA tested and approved up to 100 KG 

GASLIFT
510 – 680 mm S+

460 – 590 mm   S-

600 – 770 mm  M

670 – 900 mm   L 

BASE
Small Ø 50 mm aluminum RUSTY coated

WHEELS
Big 65 mm ‘silent’ wheels for easy rolling

FABRIC
no fabric, a seamless indestructible and soft PU (polyurethane) 

COLOR
BLACK

MAX. WEIGHT
120 kg

WARRANTY
one year on the PU foam, 7 years on moving parts

We are allowed to make changes to make the product better, the dimensions as shown maybe differed from reality.



FOOT CONTROL



True comfort is the absence of awareness. 

When a chair is a perfect fit for your body, 

it becomes ‘invisible’ and you’re not aware 

of it at all.



BLACK COATED
ALUMINUM BASE Ø 50 CM

POLISHED
ALUMINUM BASE Ø 50 CM





ORDER We are on all the social 

networks, but we want to be 

in contact with you, for real, 

pick up the phone or sent a 

mail. Talk to us!

You find the compleet price

list on the website

6 days a week from 8 till 8

+31 (0)77 - 4000 544

PRICES www.mijnvorm.nl

info@mijnvorm.nl



facebook.com/mijnvorm

POSTAL ADDRESS  

Gasthuistraat 11

5961 GA  HORST -NL-

PRODUCTION / WAREHOUSE

Hulsweg 6 [unit 23]

5866 CL  SWOLGEN -NL-

OFFICE / SHOWROOM / PHOTOSTUDIO

Hulsweg 6 [unit 18]

5866 CL  SWOLGEN -NL-

http://www.facebook.com/mijnvorm

